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An unbounded left Hilbert algebra which is a generalization of the notation 
of a left Hilbert algebra to the unbounded case is defined and studied. The first 
primary purpose of this paper is to investigate the basic properties of an un- 
bounded left Hilbert algebra. The second purpose is to study unbounded 
operator algebras (called left P-algebras) of an unbounded left Hilbert algebra. 
The third purpose is to investigate an unbounded left Hilbert algebra AtO 
formed by a closed EW*-algebra d with a generating and separating vector gr, . 
The final purpose is to study an unbounded left Hilbert algebra K’% formed 
by an unbounded Hilbert algebra ‘1[ over ‘u, and a positive self-adjoint in- 
vertible operator K’ affiliated with the right von Neumann algebra %‘#I,) of 
the Hilbert algebra ‘%a. 
In recent papers [8,9, 121 we have studied an unbounded Hilbert algebra 
which is a generalization of the notation of a Hilbert algebra to the unbounded 
case. We determined that unbounded operator algebras (called EW+-algebras) 
and unbounded Hilbert algebras are similar relations to von Neumann algebras 
and Hilbert algebras. 
In this paper we shall generalize the notation of a left Hilbert algebra to the 
unbounded case. 
In Section 2 we shall define an unbounded left Hilbert algebra and investigate 
the basic properties. Further, we shall give an unbounded left Hilbert algebra 
&u(G) n L,w(G)# of a nonunimodular locally compact group G. 
Using the noncommutative integration, as constructed by Segal [20], we have 
shown in [S] that if 2l is an unbounded Hilbert algebra over 2l,, , then there 
exists an El+‘+-algebra &(a) (called left EP--algebra of ‘5X) over the left von 
Neumann algebra @,,(2I,,). In Section 3 we shall consider this problem in case 
of unbounded left Hilbert algebras. 
In Section 4 we shall show that if A! is a closed EW#-algebra over A0 with a 
generating and separating vector &, , then there exists an unbounded left Hilbert 
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algebra 2l such that JY equals the closed left EW#-algebra &(a) of the un- 
bounded left Hilbert algebra 2I. 
In Section 5 we shall show that if 2l is an achieved unbounded Hilbert algebra 
over 21u, and K’ is a positive self-adjoint invertible operator affiliated with 
V0(21u,) such that 2I,, is dense in the Hilbert space S?(K) and 2l is contained in 
9(K), then 23 = K’2l becomes an unbounded left Hilbert algebra under the 
operations: 
(k”ww = K’h, hlE%I; 
(K’f) = K’s$*:, f E 21 
and the closed left EIP-algebra @B) of the unbounded left Hilbert algebra $23 
equals the closed left EIP-algebra &(2l) of the unbounded Hilbert algebra ?l. 
Further, the converse theorem of the above fact is obtained as follows: Let ‘$3 be 
an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over !I$, . If the left von Neumann algebra 
OZ,,(!B,) of 23, is semifinite and 23 satisfies the other conditions, then B is equivalent 
to such an unbounded left Hilbert algebra as K’2I. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We here give the basic definitions and facts concerning unbounded operator 
algebras and unbounded Hilbert algebras. 
If A is a closable operator, then we denote by 2 the smallest closed extension 
of A. Let J&’ be a set of closable operators in a Hilbert space 9. Then we set 
2 = {A; A c .M}, Let A, B be closed operators in 5. If A + B is closable, 
then A+B is called the strong sum of A and B, and is denoted by A + B. 
The strong product is likewise defined to be 2 if it exists, and is denoted by 
A . B. The strong scalar multiplication of X E: C (the field of complex numbers) 
and A is defined by h . A = X-4 if h # 0 and X . A = 0 if X = 0. 
Let 9 be a pre-Hilbert space with inner product ( 1 ) and $3 the completion 
of 9. We denote by g(9) (resp. g(!+j)) th e set of all (resp. bounded) linear 
operators on 9 (resp. 9). A subalgebra J%! of 5?(g) is called a #-algebra on g 
if there exists an involution A -+ 479 on &’ such that (A[ 1 q) = (5 1 A#q) for 
all A E JY and 6,~ E 9. A #-algebra & is called purely unbounded if d f 
.M,, = (A E .M; AESY($~)}. A #-algebra JY on 9 is said to be closed (resp. 
self-adjoint) if 
9 = n S(A) 
AE.M 
resp. 9 = n .9(A*) . 
AEM 
Let & be a #-algebra on 9. We set 
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where z/G denotes the restriction of 3 onto a. Then, k = {A; A E dh’} is a 
closed #-algebra on 9 and is called the closure of J%‘. 
Let J?’ be a #-algebra on 9 with an identity operator I. If (I + -6l#A)-l 
exists and lies in J&!, for all A E A, then & is called a symmetric #-algebra on 
3. A symmetric #-algebra M on 52 is called an El%‘+-algebra over tigb if J?,, 
is a von Neumann algebra. 
Let ‘$l be a pre-Hilbert space with inner product ( 1 ) and an involutive 
algebra with involution *. Let 5 be the completion of ‘21. Suppose that ?I 
satisfies 
(9 (5 I7) = (r)* I 5*), 6 7 E W 
(ii) (h I 5) = (7 I5*0, 4, 7, 5 E a. 
We now define p(f) and p’(e) by 
Then, by (ii) we know that p( 0 and p’( 5) are closable operators in 5j with domain 
41 and p(t)* I) p([*), p’(f)* r) p’([*). We set 
If 91 satisfies (i), (ii), and the condition 
(iii) 2102 is dense in 5, 
then 2l is called an unbounded Hilbert algebra over 9l, in $3 and p (resp. p’) 
is called the left (resp. right) regular representation of 2l. In particular, if 
91 f 81, , then 9l is said to be purely unbounded. 
Let ‘$I be an unbounded Hilbert algebra over ‘8, in !+j. Clearly, 2l, is a Hilbert 
algebra in !+j. If ‘&, is a maximal Hilbert algebra, then Cu is said to be achieved. 
Let p,, (resp. p:) be the left (resp. right) regular representation of Vl,, . For each 
x E $J we define p&x) and pi(x) by 
Then, P,,(X) and p;(x) are linear operators in 5j with the domain ‘Lc, . The in- 
volution * on ‘$I is extended to an involution on !?J, which is called the unitary 
involution of % and is denoted by * or J. Then we have that p,,(x*) = p&x)* 
and m = pi(x)* for every x E 5. 
Let -‘7,,(2&,) denote the left von Neumann algebra of the Hilbert algebra ‘8 
and let CO be the natural trace on @#Is). For 1 < p < KJ we denote byD(&J 
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the P-space with respect to the gauge space (6, %,,(‘%a), 4s). We define L,o- 
spaces with respect to $a and 2l,, as follows: 
Lz”‘(Al) = n LP(h3), 
Z<P<” 
LzwP-w = lx E $5; PCM E Lzw(m’ 
Then, L,w(B[,,) is an unbounded Hilbert algebra over the maximal Hilbert 
algebra (2&J, f (X E &; p,(x) ~g(4j)) in $$ and it is maximal among unbounded 
Hilbert algebras in 6 containing ‘3s . 
Let p2w be the left regular representation of Lzw(%,). A #-algebra @(rU) on 
L,w(‘&,) generated by the left von Neumann algebra %,#I,) and pzU(%) becomes 
an EIV+-algebra over @,#I,,) and it is called the left EIP-algebra of \2I. The 
closure &(?I) of the left ElP-algebra @(2I) is called the closed left EW#- 
algebra of 91. 
For a more complete discussion of unbounded Hilbert algebras (resp. un- 
bounded operator algebras) the reader is referred to [S, 9, 121 (resp. [l, 2, 5, 
7, 11, 14, 181). 
2. THE DEFINITION OF AN UNBOUNDED LEFT HILBERT ALGEBRA 
In this section we shall give the definition of an unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra and investigate its properties. 
Let ?I, be a left Hilbert algebra with involution # in a Hilbert space 5 and 
~,,(‘$I,,) (resp. V~(2fa)) the left (resp. right) von Neumann algebra of 2I, . Let 
F(=F,o): ?j ---f 7 b be the adjoint involution of the involution 5 E 21u, -+ 5” E ?I, 
and ~b(PI,) the definition domain of 7 - qb. Take and fix an 17 in C?b(Ql,). Define 
the operator ~$7) by 
+d E(-$&)E) = 43% LT E ‘u, 9 
where no denotes the left regular representation of 5X,, . Then we have that 
:e($: 3 m) and &) is affiliated with V#&,) (denoted by i(?) ~V~(‘$I,,)). We 
a;, = el E ~b(qJ; Q?) E 9!(b)>. 
Then, ‘36 is an involutive algebra with involution 7 - qb and ZT~ is an anti- 
representation of 2lh in !$ Let P(‘?&) d enote the definition domain of the 
adjoint involution S (-SqIO) of the involution 71 + 7a. For each 4 E ~(‘?l,), 
define operators rO( 6) and qs,( 6) by 
TJ(5)q = gGk, ?1 E au;, 9 
~,0(5h = ~CPs rlE%* 
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where b,, denotes a Tomita algebra equivalent to &, . Then, ~a([) 3 n,,(@+-) and 
cq,( 5) f%,,(‘&,) . We define 
a;; = (5 E ~~#(W; 3(5‘) E 2m3)>. 
91: is an involutive algebra with involution E --+ t+, which contains 21, as a self- 
adjoint subalgebra. We can easily prove that 
5y2q) = sp,) = .9’“(230), ~!“(‘U,“) = 9F(2&) = ay23J; 
However, we have been unable to prove the following facts in general: 
DEFINITION 2.1. We call that PI, satisfies the condition (R) if there exists 
a net {t,} in ‘u,, such that for all 4 E rU,“, lim, 54, = 5 and supa (/ ~-a(&Jl\ < CO. If 
there exists a net {&} in a Tomita algebra 23, equivalent to ?I,, such that for all 
7 E 2lZ; , lim, &7 = 7 and sup= 11 ml < co, then we call that 2I,, satisfies 
the condition (L) for 9, . 
Many left Hilbert algebras satisfy the conditions (R) and (L) (cf. [16]). In 
particular, let G be a locally compact group with the left Haar measure dx, 
modular function A, and X(G) the convolution algebra of all continuous com- 
plex valued functions on G with compact supports. Then X(G) is a left Hilbert 
algebra which satisfies the conditions (R) and (L) if we equip X(G) with the 
following inner product and involution: 
(f I g) = j-GfC4 d-4 d-y, ft g E.WG); 
f”(x) = A(x-l)f(fi-l), .1c E G, f~ X(G). 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) If ‘21, satisJies the condition (R), then m = w for 
every 7 E .CBb(210). 
(2) If ‘?I,, satisfies the condition (15) for a Tomita algebra 23, , then rO( [) = 
T%,(5) for mfly 5 c q%[,). 
Proof. (1) Let 7 E 9b(cU,). Clearly, mC -. We claim that 1 E 9m)) 
for all 5 E 9X:. By Lemma 1.2 in [16], there exists a sequence (1,) in (LI, such that 
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limn+m 5, = 5 and ~&,) converges to rmin the strong operator topology. 
Therefore, by the equality 
I it follows that 5 E 9(wO(~)) and ,ri(v)< = T&;(T)& 
(2) This is proved in a manner similar to (1). 
For a more complete discussion concerning left Hilbert algebras the reader 
is referred to [21, 221. 
We now define an unbounded left Hilbert algebra which is an unbounded 
generalization of a left Hilbert algebra. 
Let ‘3 be a pre-Hilbert space with inner product ( / ) and an algebra with 
involution #. Let !?J denote the completion of the pre-Hilbert space ‘$I. Suppose 
that 
(i) (57 I 5) = (7 I F-Y), 5‘3 7, 5 E 21. 
Then we set 
437 = h, 5,7EW’U. 
By (i), n(t) is a closable operator in 9~ with domain 2l and r(E)* 3 r(p). We 
now set 
-- 
DEFINITION 2.2. 2I is called an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over 2I,, 
in $ if 9I satisfies the above condition (i) and the following conditions: 
(ii) ‘u, is a left Hilbert algebra with the involution #; 
(iii) the involution S, 0 is an extension of the involution # on %, i.e., 
.P(21u,) 3 2l; 
-- 
(iv) r,,(t) C ~(5) for every % G 21 (where rO denotes the left regular 
representation of 9&J. 
An unbounded left Hilbert algebra 2l over ‘$I0 in !+j is called purely unbounded 
if Cu # ‘%a . If !!I,, is an achieved left Hilbert algebra, then ‘$I is called achieved. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that ‘9l sati$ies conditiolzs (i) , (ii), and (iii) of De$nition 2.2 
and 2& satisjies the condition (L) for a Tomita algebra 23, . If for every 4 E 2I 
(iv)’ dO/% = 40/~. , 
then 21 becomes an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over 2& in Sj. 
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-- 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that no(f) = ma,(f) for all 5 E ‘u. Since 
b, C ‘?I and condition (iv)‘, we have a C mm Hence, a C em. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An unbounded left Hilbert algebra 2I is said to be standard 
if 77(E+)* = n(f) for all [ E $U. 
It follows from Proposition 2.3 in [8] that each unbounded Hilbert algebra 
is a standard unbounded left Hilbert algebra. In Sections 4 and 5 we shall give 
examples of standard unbounded left Hilbert algebras. 
LEMMA 2.3. If 2l is a standard unbounded left Hilbert algebra in 5, then 
(3) 38 .47) = 457h 5 , 7 E 21. 
Hence, q) is a *-algebra of closed operators in 5 under the operations of strong 
sum, strong scalar multiplication, strong product, and adjoint. 
--- 
Proof. For each 4, ‘7 E ‘LI we have that, obviously, n(t) . z-(q) 3 rr(&) and 
from the equality: r(f)* = rr(t*), 
Assertions (1) and (2) are similarly proved. 
Let ‘% be an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over ‘LI, in 9~. Let J (= Js,> be 
the unitary involution of the left Hilbert algebra 2l,, . We set 
21’ = J’K 
LEMMA 2.4. We dejine the operations and inner product on 2S as follows: 
(JO(Jd = ~'(JdJl- = J(d), t,7E% 
(JO" = JP, LfE% 
(Jt IJd = (7 151, 5,7E%. 
Then, ‘8’ is a pre-Hilbert space in 5 and an algebra with inaolution b satisfyin 
the following: 
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(1) uLw?) I J5> = u5 I uI>(Jd”), 6, 7, 5 E au; 
(2) P’(J~) is a closabl4? p o era t or in $3 with domain (II’ and &(Js)* 3 &((J[)b); 
(3) 2I’ c q&J; 
(4) +m = J4w~ 5 E 21; 
(5) n’(JS) EL@($) if and onZy if [ E 2l,,; 
(6) ~‘((JOb)* = J+?)*.J, 5 E ‘u; 
(7) ~‘(JtY qm, .$E% 
(8) $91 is standard, then T’((J.$~)* = r’(J.$ for each 5 E a. 
Proof. Assertions (1) and (2) are obvious. 
(3) follows from J9*(2l,,) = 9’“(2&) and 9l C 9+(%,,). 
(4) For each [, 17 E ?I we have 
~‘u~m) = UdU5) = .I& = (J~(SIJ)(J~)- 
It is also proved that Jrr(51J = Jq)J f or each f E K Hence, it follows that 
for each 5 E ‘91 
n’(J5) = m = J;;i7,J. 
(5) follows from (4). 
(6) It is easily proved that (JT(,$#)J)* = Jz-([#)*J for each 5 c ‘%. Hence 
we have 
(7) follows from the relation 
~‘((JOb>* ’ J&3 J 
’ JdS)J 
= JTG~J 
=m. 
(by (6)) 
(by Definition 2.2(iv)) 
(8) follows from (4) and (6). 
DEFINITION 2.4. We call ‘9l’ the commutant of the unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra %. 
We now give an example of unbounded left Hilbert algebra which is formed 
by a nonunimodular locally compact group. 
Let G be a nonunimodular locally compact group, dx the left invariant Haar 
measure on G, and d the modular function. It is well known that the convolution 
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algebra X(G) is a Tomita algebra in La(G) with the involution # (f+(.~) = 
d(x-l)f(x+)). We define 
L,~(G) = n LP(G), 
l<Y<Z 
Lzw(G) nLzw(G)” = {~EL,~(G); f” ELM-‘). 
E?(AMPLE . Under the convolution f c g as multiplication and the involution 
# (f‘-(s) d(.z-i)f(s-I)), L,o~(G) nLaw(G)+ is an unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra in L’(G) containing the Tomita algebra X(G). 
Proof. It is easily showed that the map f + f + is an involution on L,“‘(G) n 
L?(G)-. \Ve claim thatf * g ELLS n L,“‘(G)* for eachf, g C&~(G) n Lew(G)‘. 
For each r ( 1 <: I < 2) there exist p, q such that 1 < p, q < 2 and 1 ip + l/q - 
ljr = I. From Theorem 20.18 in [6]: D(G) * [L*(G) nLq(G)#] CL’(G), it 
follows that f :r g EL’(G) for all f, g E&~(G) n L,“‘(G)-. Therefore, f * g E 
nl,,.c-Lr(G) = Lzu(G). Also, (f * g)* = g* *f g EL,~(G). Hence, n(f)g = 
f * g E&~(G) n LzU(G)+;. It is easily proved that Lzw(G) n LzU(G)* contains 
X(G) and (f * g i h) = (g 1 f +- * h) for each f, g, h EL,~(G) n Lzw(G)+. Hence, 
we have that (&O(G) n J~~~(G)*), = {f ELzW(G) n L,“(G)*; r(f) EB(L”(G))) is a 
left Hilbert algebra inL2(G). We can also show that for eachf E&~(G) n LzW(G)* 
and g E X(G), (f 1 g) = (dg* / f +) = (g” / f #). From Lemma 4.1 in [21] it 
follows that 3*-(.X(G)) 3 Lzm(G) n Lam(G)+ and Sx.ccjf = f -di for allf ELzw(G) n 
Lsw(G) -. 
Furthermore, we can prove that for each f E 9+(X(G)) and g E X(G), 
rJf)g = f *g (where r,, denotes the left regular representation of the left 
Hilbert algebra (LP(G) n Lzm(G)#),,). Hence, +f)g = nO(f )g for all f E Lzw(G) n 
Lzw(G)” and g E X(G). Since the left Hilbert algebra (Lzw(G) n Lzw(G)#),, 
-- 
satisfies the condition (L) for Y(G), it follows from Lemma 2.2 that n(f) 3 no(f) 
for all frzLp(G) n L,w(G)“. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. If G is a unimodular locally compact group, then Law(G) EE 
nl,,Gz L”(G) is an unbounded Hilbert algebra in L2(G) under the convolution 
f * g as multiplication and the involution f *(f*(x) = f (x-1)). 
3. LEFT EW#-ALGEBRAS 
In a recent paper [8] we have shown that if ‘3 is an unbounded Hilbert 
algebra over PI,, in a Hilbert space 45 then there exists an EW#-algebra a(‘%) 
(called the left EW#-algebra of 9l) generated by the left #-algebra p(9l) of ‘$I 
and the left von Neumann algebra %!,#I,,). We shall consider this problem in the 
case of unbounded left Hilbert algebras. Throughout this section let ‘$I be an 
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unbounded left Hilbert algebra over ‘%, in a Hilbert space $j and let n (resp. a’) 
and r,, (resp. i) be the left (resp. right) regular representations of ‘% and ‘?I,, , 
respectively. Let J be the unitary involution of the left Hilbert algebra ‘$I,. 
LEMMA 3.1. FOY each 5 E 2l we have n-(Q7@$&,) and T’( Jt)7$<(?t,,). 
Proof. Let 59, denote a Tomita algebra equivalent to the left Hilbert algebra 
!I&, . We first show that if 7 E d,, and [ E %+(v(()*), then ?rml E 9(n([)*) and 
T( 6)” m[ = i(?) n(t)*& For each e, E PL we have 
= (45) e1) 7b I 5) (by Definition 2.2(iv)) 
=z= (4!3 7b I +57* 5) 
= Fm 51 I 40* 5) 
= (h I nm 45)” 0 
Hence, it follows that G){c .Q(z-([)*) and r(t)* m< = i(?) r(t)*<. 
Suppose A’ E V’$&,). Since m is strongly dense in VO(21,,) (Theorem 3.1 
in [21]), there exists a sequence {7n} in 9, such that a) converges strongly to 
A’. Hence, lim,,, a)( = A’[ and lim,,, rri(7,J n(t)*< == A’T([)*[. By the 
equality g(6)* %$& = mn(f)*C, {~(5)*=)5} is a Cauchy sequence. 
It therefore follows that A’( c~(T(()*) and m([)*A’[ = .4’r(,$)*c. That is, 
+7* 7%(%), and so 4E) 7%(%). 
From Lemma 2.4(4) it follows that m = JrmJq J%O(!&,) J = ‘%i(&,). 
This completes the proof. 
We set 
9% := n q+t)), q4) = +E)!B% ; 
es% 
-QhI, = n 9+-‘(7))* G’(7) = i7@/9?r’ . 
&n’ 
Then, C(m) (resp. +‘@I’)) is a closed #-algebra on %+a (resp. ssr,). 
DEFINITION 3.1. i;(a) (resp. +‘(rU’)) is called the closed left (resp. right) 
#-algebra of the unbounded left Hilbert algebra Cu. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If a *-algebra generated by q) and 4Y,,(lu,) under the 
operations of strong sum, strong product, strong scalar multiplication, and adjoint 
is defined, then it becomes an EW*-algebra over %YO(91,) (cf. [5]), which is called the 
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left EW*-algebra of ‘% and is denoted by @(a). Furthermore, ;f @(2I) has a common 
dense domain, i.e., 9(@(‘?I)) = nAEgCalr, g(A) is dense in $3, then @(%)/9(@(a)) 
is a closed EW#-algebra over ~O(%u,) on S(@(2l)), which is called the closed left 
E W#-algebra of ‘+ll and is denoted by @(2l). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we can easily prove that @(‘$I) is an EW*-algebra over 
%O(21uo). If the EW*-algebra @(2I) h as a common dense domain, then all the 
operators in @(9I) leave Q(%(%)) fixed (Theorem 7.12 in [4]). It therefore 
follows that @(‘+X)/9(@(%)) . rs a closed El+‘*-algebra over @@I,) on 9(@(2I)). 
The right EW*-algebra f(P1) and the closed right EW+-algebra 4(%) are 
similarly defined. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If the closed left EWS-algebra &@I) of ‘91 is defined, then YI 
is said to be representable. 
If 91 is an unbounded Hilbert algebra, then it is representable. In Sections 4 
and 5 we shall give representable unbounded left Hilbert algebras. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. @(‘$l) (resp. g(S)) is defked if and only if I (resp. 
q(a)) is de$ned. Then, J@(%)J = 7(‘S) and J@(‘%)J = 9((u). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Jr(f)] = ~‘(16) ([ E ‘8) and 
.Pw%IJ = “v;,wcJ* 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If Q[ is representable, then it is standard. 
Proof. For each 5 E ‘9I putting f(6) = +@/9(%(2I)), by Theorem 2.3 in [7] 
we have 
f(5)* = n([)# = (ii([)*,lq@(clr))) = ?Y((#). 
By the definitions of @@(a)) and Qsr, we have 9(@(2I)) C 9%) and so 
ii([) C 7?(t) for each 5 E ‘?I. It hence follows that 
rr(P)* = 7?(p)* c??(p)* = 75(() C??(5) = Tr(.$). 
Therefore, r(&+)* = m. Thus, ?I is standard. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let ‘$I and 93 b e unbounded left Hilbert algebras over %a 
and 8, in $3, respectively. If the left Hilbert algebras 2fI[, and 13, are equivalent, 
i.e., 2Ii = Si, then 9I and &? are called equivalent. 
Let ~8’ be a dense #-subalgebra of ‘$1. We set 
Q(O?l = 47 (5, 7 E w, d, = {E E b; ma([) is bounded}. 
Then, 8, is a #-subalgebra of the left Hilbert algebra QI,, . From Lemma 5.1 
in [21], ?ZJ,, is a left Hilbert algebra. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If 23 is a dense #-&algebra of 2I and !Bi = 2[;, then 23 is an 
unbounded left Hilbert algebra equivalent to 2l. 
Proof. 23, is a left Hilbert algebra equivalent to 2X,, . It hence follows from 
Lemma 5.2 in [21] that 9+(b,) = .@(‘$I,,). And so, .@(B,,) r) 8. Furthermore, 
we have n&t+)* 1 n( t#)* 1 r,(f) f or each e E b. Thus, B is an unbounded 
left Hilbert algebra. 
COROLLARY. [2& ,a] = 21u,2M0 is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra equivalent 
to 21. If 2I is purely unbounded, then [2l,, ,2lj is purely unbounded. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If % is achieved, then the EW*-algebra @(2l,, 2l) (resp. 
--- 
7(2l,, 2X)) generated by ~~(2&) T@) . ~&&,) and ~O(2&,) (resp. m . 
rr’(%‘) . m and 9’$!&,)) is dejined and they have common dense domains. 
Furthermore, we have J@(2&, ,2l)J = P(cU, ,21). 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [21] we have that if A,E@@,) 
- - 
and E. , rlo are in 8, , then ho Ao7o E a0 and ~,(dkJ A070) = ~450) &7~(70). --- 
Therefore, the *-algebra @(‘+X0 , ‘?I) generated by ~o(‘210) . rr(‘%) . rro(210) and 
@o(%o) is well defined and it becomes an EW*-algebra over ~o(?lo). Further, 
it is easily proved that 9(A) r) [PI, , %] for each A E @(‘$I, , !!I). Hence, @(Pl, , 2l) 
has a common dense domain. The other assertions are similarly proved. 
From Proposition 3.4, @(‘%, , ‘%)/9(@(2X, , ‘?I)) (resp. y(210 , ‘?I)/~(~(~, , VI))) 
is a closed EW#-algebra over 9Yo(‘910) (resp. *Yo(‘210)), which is called the closed 
left (resp. right) E W#-algebra generated by (‘So ,9l) and is denoted by @@lo ,2l) 
(resp. f(910, 21)). Furthermore, J@210, ‘9I)J = ~(?I,, %). 
COROLLARY. If 2I is achieved and standard, then @(a0 ,2l) is a *-algebra 
generated by rlr( [2l, ,211) and @o(210) ( u qh ere rrg denotes the left regular representa- 
tion of 2l). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 3.4. 
4. EW+-ALGEBRAS WITH GENERATING AND SEPARATING VECTORS 
In this section we shall show that if J? is a closed EW#-algebra over .Mo with 
a generating and separating vector 5, , then there exist an achieved unbounded 
left Hilbert algebra 2l and a closed EW#-algebra k” over &‘i such that the 
Ewe-algebra .&Z (resp. M) equals the closed left #-algebra ii(‘2I) (resp. the 
closed right #-algebra +‘(‘X’)) of ‘X 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let A’ be a #-algebra on a pre-Hilbert space 9 and let 
t,, E 9. If A%.&, is dense in 9, then 5, is called a generating vector for A’. If 
A&, = 0, A E A? implies A = 0, then &, is called a separating vector for A!. 
LEMMA 4.1. If .,M is an E TV+-algebra over J&‘~ on =9 and &, E 9, then &, is a 
generating (resp. separating) vector for M ;f and only if it is a gene-rating (resp. 
separating) vector for A0 . 
Proof. Suppose that & is generating for 4. From Proposition 2.4 in [7], 
&I&,, for each A E A’. Let 2 = UB be the polar decomposition of A and let 
B = sz h dE(X) be the spectral resolution of B. Putting B, = sr h d,!?(h), 
UB, EJZ,, (n = 1, 2,...) and lim,,, UB,,&, = A& . Hence, JM~&, is dense in 
A!&, . It follows from the density of A%‘&, in 9 that &, is generating for A, . 
Suppose that to is a separating vector for A%‘,, . Then, &, is generating for 
.A’; . If A&, = 0 for A E A’, then for each A’ E J%?; , JA’[, = A’A&, = 0 by 
A?i+&O . Hence, we have A = 0. Thus, &, is separating for .A’. The other 
assertions are obvious. 
Remark. From Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.10 in [8] we can show that if the 
left von Neumann algebra @a(bo) of a Hilbert algebra ‘$3, has a generating and 
separating vector, then there exists a closed El&‘+-algebra with a generating and 
separating vector. 
In this section let A be a closed EW#-algebra over A0 on 9 with a generating 
and separating vector & and let J3 be the completion of the pre-Hilbert space 9. 
We set 
‘u, = ~ll4Ll and 91 = dfif(, . 
Define a product and an involution in ‘$I,, (resp. 2l) as follows: 
(L450)(B50) = ~&%)B&, (rev. 4SJB&) = A% , A, B E &?,, (resp. A); 
Wo)# = A*&, , A E A,, (resp. A). 
LEMMA 4.2. ‘$I,, is an achieved left Hilbert algebra in 5j and ‘3 is an achieved 
unbounded left Hilbert algebra over WI, in $3. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1, &, is a generating and separating vector for .MO . 
Hence, it follows from Theorem 12.1 in [21] that 21z, is an achieved left Hilbert 
algebra in 5. It is easily proved that ‘9l is a pre-Hilbert space in 9, a #-algebra 
and further, ((&J(B&) I C&J = (B&, I (A&J#(C&J), A, B, C E d and 5% = 
{A&, E 2I; r(A&,) E a(!$)} = 5X,, . For each A E A and A’ E .&Xi it follows from 
&&,, that 
(A&, I A’&,) = (A’*& I &,o) = (-‘*to I to) 
= (A’*& I A*&,) = ((A’&,Y I G%Jr). 
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Hence, it follows from the equality ‘&, = .k?~.$, that 9+(21u,) r> 2I and the in- 
volution SsrO is an extension of the involution # on 2l. We finally show that 
- - 
+w 1 %(A&) f or all A E ~5’. Let 23,, denote a Tomita algebra equivalent 
to the left Hilbert algebra 2& . Let A’ 6 A’; . Since m) is strongly dense in 
A?‘; (Theorem 4.1 in [21]), there exists a sequence (tn} in 8, such that a) 
converges strongly to A’. The elements 6, are represented by 5, = A,&, = Ah& 
(A, E A+!,,  A; E A!;). Then, lim,,, 5, = A’& and lim,,, AkA&, = A’&,, . 
It follows from 9I C 9 that QT(&,) C 2 f or all A E ~9’. Therefore, from [, E 
9(n(A&)) and &A’,, we have 
Hence, (n(A.$,)~n} is a Cauchy sequence, and so A’&, E B(~(A&J) and ~(&,)A’& 
= A’/& = ~,,(A&)(A’&,). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.3. The closed left #- lg b a e ra ii of the unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra 9I becomes a closed E W#-algebra over &lo on 2% . 
LEMMA 4.4. The unbounded left Hilbe-rt algebra % is standard. That is, for 
each 5, v E % and h E @ we have 
m + 417) = 45 + 4, 40 . +I) = 4&), 
-__ 
A .45) = 4w, T(c$)” = n(p). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 2.3 in [7]. 
LEMMA 4.5. For each A E .k’ we haoe r(A&,) = 2. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.4 and AT, ~(A&,) that 
A* = 3 3 n(A*~,) = Tr((A&J#) = n(A&)* 3 A*. 
Therefore, ~((A&,)#) = A*, and so we have 
(A5,) = m((A&,)#)* = A** = 2. 
LEMMA 4.6. The closed left #-algebra +?@I) of 2l equals the EW#-algebra .I@. 
And so, the unbounded left Hilbert algebra ‘% is representable. 
Proof. +?(a[) (resp. A) is a closed EW#-algebra over A0 on Bst (resp. 9). 
Hence, we have only to show 9% = 9. From the closedness of 4 and Lemma 
4.5 we have 
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Let J denote the unitary involution of the left Hilbert algebra ‘&, . We set 
A” = J&!J. 
LEMMA 4.7. &’ is a closed EW#-algebra over 4; on J9, which equals the 
closed right #-algebra ii’@‘) of Cu. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that & is a closed EW@-algebra over .MO on 9 with 
a generating and separating vector &, . Then there exist an achieved unbounded 
left Hilbert algebra rU and a closed EW#-algebra .M’ over .Mi such that &I = +(5X) 
and A’ = +‘(a’). 
Let S! be a *-algebra and f a positive linear functional on &. The elements A 
in & such that f (A*A) = 0 form a left ideal Xj in &. If A E &, we denote by 
X,(A) the coset of &/Jr/-, = h,(d) which contains A and we define by 
(X,(4) 1 h,(B)) = f (B*A) an inner product on h,(d). Thus h,(d) becomes a 
pre-Hilbert space. Let !& be the Hilbert space which is the completion of h,(d). 
If A E ~2, we denote by ~~(4) the operator in sj, whose domain X,(d) and which 
maps h,(B) into /\,(AB). A positive linear functional f on XZ’ is called faithful if 
the condition f (A *A) = 0, A E & implies -4 = 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that d is a closed EW#-algebra over A0 on .9 with 
a a weakly continuous (cf. [7]) faithful p osz zve linear functional 4. Then ,R%? is ‘t ’ 
isomorphic to the closed left EW+-algebra of an achieved unbounded left Hilbe-rt 
algebra. 
Proof. We set q$ = $/Jlt, (the restriction of 4 onto A,,). Then, +,-, is a faithful 
CJ weakly continuous positive linear functional on the von Neumann algebra A0 
and we have h,(A) = &(A) f or each A E ./i?,, . Hence, &(,,#a) = A,(&,,) is an 
achieved left Hilbert algebra in $3% and 7QJX,,) is a von Neumann algebra on 
!&, . We claim that 9#(&(&,,)) 3 Am(&). We set 
EL0 =&h (where $)n = !$, n = 1, 2 ,... ), 
Tkl 
gJ-4 = / 6, = (5, , & ,... ); 5, E 53 (n = 1, 2 ,...) 
and f 11 45n Jlp < co for all 4 EJG? 
n=1 
For each [, = (tr , 5, ,...) E gm(&) and A E J% putting A,.& = (AtI, A.$, ,... ), 
A, is a linear operator on S,(M). Then, A, E {A,; A E 4 becomes a closed 
E W#-algebra over (&a), on zZ?~(&) under the operations A, + B, = 
(A + B)m, hA, = (AA), , A,B, = (AB), , and (Ag)# = (A#), (Lemma 4.1 
in [7]). For each A EM let & = lJ, 1 & 1 be the polar decomposition of 3, 
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and let 1 &, 1 = 1: h d&(h) be the spectral resolution of 1 i& I. Putting 
1 &, In = Jo” h d&(X), A,” = U, 1 2, In E (&‘&, and {&“} (resp. {(/Q)*)) 
converges strongly to A, (resp. -4,s). And so, there exists a sequence {A,} in 
&Ye such that {A,} (resp. {A$}) converges (5 strongly to rZ (resp. ;4+). Since 4 
is u weakly continuous, we have 
= I&{$((& - A)“(A, - rz)) + +((A, - L4)(An - A)“))- 
= 0. 
Hence, it follows that .9+(h,(&,,)) I) &,(A) and the involution S,,,J&‘,,) is an 
extension of the involution h,(A) -+ h,(A)+ = &(A+) on h,(~,&‘). 
- - 
Putting X&V), = {h,(,4) E h&k!); n(h,(A)) = ~&4) E B($J}, it is a left 
Hilbert algebra equivalent to the left Hilbert algebra &(.ks). Since h,(&‘J C 
40% and Udo) is achieved, we have h,(d), = &(Jlt,). We can also show 
that &#%‘)b = 7~~(.Ms). In fact, if mJA) E B(5,) for A E A, then ~~(4) h,(1) = 
Jbw E A&4, = UJcJ9 and so d E &,, . Hence, TV is an EWS-algebra 
over r6(&?J on Am(~) and h&k’) = n,&&) &(I). Let +,&M) denote the closure 
of the EW#-algebra n*(d). Since h,(l) is a generating and separating vector for 
~&MO), by Lemma 4.1 h,(l) is a generating and separating vector for the E W#- 
algebra t(A). From Theorem 4.1, Ad(&) is an achieved unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra over &(J%,,) in &, and +,Jd) equals the closed left EW#-algebra of 
X,(M). Thus, ~2’ is isomorphic to the closed left EW+-algebra of the unbounded 
left Hilbert algebra /\A&). 
5. THE STRUCTURE OF SOME UNBOUNDED LEFT HILBERT ALGEBRAS 
In this section we shall define a standard unbounded left Hilbert algebra 
23 = K’2l formed by an unbounded Hilbert algebra ‘$I over 2l, and a positive 
self-adjoint invertible operator K;l~~(&,) and show that the cIosed left EW#- 
algebra ‘J%(S) of the unbounded left Hilbert algebra b equals the closed left 
EW#-algebra @@I) of the unbounded Hilbert algebra 2f. Let ‘23 be a standard 
unbounded left Hilbert algebra over 23, in 8. We shall show that if @,,(8,,) is a 
semifinite von Neumann algebra and 23 satisfies some conditions, then ‘23 is 
equivalent to such an unbounded left Hilbert algebra as K’X 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ‘2&, be a Hilbert algebra with involution 6 + [* and K’ a 
positive self&joint operator with inverse K’-l a@iated with -Y-,(2&J such that 2&, 
is contained in the definition domain 9(K’) of K’ as a dense subspace. Put 
b, = Kw, . 
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Define a multiplication and an involution in 23, as follows: 
Then: 
(I) Y&, becomes a left Hilbert algebra with respect to the above neuj algebraic 
structure; 
- - 
(2) q,(K’[) = ~~(0, 5 ~$8~ (where n,, (resp. pO) denotes the left regular 
representation of !I& (resp. PI,)); 
(3) Ss, = JK . K’-l and ASO ‘I’ = K . K’-l (where J denotes the unitary 
involution * on the completion 9 of PI, and K = JK’J); 
(4) the modular automorphism at of %,,(b,,) is given by the one-parameter 
unitary group (Kzit; -a3 < t < co} in ~&!30). 
Proof. This follows from Section 14 in [21]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that 2I, and K’ satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.1. 
Define a multiplication and an involution in KB1, as follows: 
Then: 
(1) K?l, is an equivalent involutive subalgebra of 23; with respect to the 
above algebraic structure; 
(2) nm = m, [E%,, (where 7rh (resp. pi) denotes the right regular 
representation of !& (resp. 91,)). 
Proof. From Lemma 5.1, 8, = K’2& is a left Hilbert algebra in s and J 
equals the unitary involution JB of ‘$3, . It hence follows from the Remark of 
Section 4 in [21] that 23; = J!B~.‘Also, since K%, = J23, , we have K21, C SA . 
Further, for each 5 E ‘VI,, we have 
h,(K;5)J = ~‘(J(K’5)) = $(Kt*), 
hW’5>J = JdS)J (by Lemma 5.W)) 
=i$Fj. 
Hence, rm = pi(E) for all [ E %!I,, . We can thus conclude that K‘X,, is an 
involutive subalgebra of ‘BA . Since ‘33, is dense in S,” with respect to the Hilbert 
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space SP(b,), for each 6 E Si, there exists a sequence {tmn> in SO such that 
lin-hrn 4, = tandlim,,, &# = f+. Then, J[,, E JS, = K!2&, (n = I, 2 ,...) and 
Hence, K’$l, is dense in !Bi with respect to the Hilbert space 5Sb(23,). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 2t be an achieved unbounded Hilbert algebra over ‘910 in a 
Hilbert space $3. Let K’ be a positive self-adjoint operator ajiliated with Y@Io) 
with inverse K-1 such that 211, isdense in the Hilbert space 9(K) and 2l is contained 
in 9(K). Put 
B=KW. 
De$ne a multiplication and an involution in 23 as follows: 
Then: 
(K’.$(K’r]) = n-(K’S)(K’q) = K’h 5,rlER 
(K’S)+ = K’5*, fE:‘B. 
(1) 23 becomes a standard unbounded left Hilbert algebra over KY&, in $3 
with respect o the above new algebraic structure; 
(2) d’ = JKJ’rr = K‘B (where J denotes the unitary involution of 21u, and 
K = JK’J); 
(3) nm =P~,@~( h w ere rr (resp. p) denotes the left regular representa- 
tion of 8 (resp. a)); 
(4) the closed left E W#-algebra &(S?) of the unbounded left Hilbert algebra 23 
equals the closed left EW+-algebra &(9X) of the unbounded Hilbert algebra ‘3. 
Proof. We first show that m) = pm for all E E ‘%. Let K’ = sr h dE’(X) 
be the spectral resolution of K’ and put 
K:, = j-n X dE’(X) (# = 1, 2,...). 
0 
Then, Kk E *Y^o(‘%o) and for each f, 7 E 9l 
It follows from p(~)@Vo(210) that 
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Hence, K’? E 9(p(5)) 
- - 
and p(5)K’q = K’&. Therefore, n(K’[) C p(t). Take 
q E 211, . Let K-1 = Jr X U’(h) be the spectral resolution of K-l. Put 
A K;-,-l= h dF’(A) (n = 1, 24. 
Since k’A-,-l E ?~(2Ia) and 91, is a maximal Hilbert algebra, we have KkB1211, C 2fs 
(n = I, 2,...), and so KA-‘21,, C 9?@(t)). We now have 
!xrJ 7T(K’[) K’(Kn-lT) = !ii K’p(f)(K;?y) 
= bi K’(Jy(T)) 
= b?. 
Hence, 7 E 9(rr(K’t)) and rr(K’f)r] = p([)v. Therefore, mm1 pm Thus we 
have m(K’5) = z). 
We next show that 23 becomes an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over K’N, 
in fi. It is easily showed that !B is dense in 9 and a #-algebra. For each f, 7 and 
<cz2l we have 
((G?)(G) I K’5) = bk-) JG I K’5) 
= (K’? I p(s)* K’5) 
= (0 I p(s*) K’5) 
= (K’? I (K’5*)(Jm 
= (K’rl I (my(m)). 
Further, we have 
From Lemma 5.1, !B3, is a left Hilbert algebra in $j. For each [ E !.N and q E ‘&, 
we have 
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From Lemma 5.2, KY&, is a dense involutive subalgebra of 93; in 9&J. There- 
fore we get that 23 C 9#(b,) and the involution A’s0 is an extension of the in- 
~ - 
volution # on 8. We claim that ~,Jk”k) C +K’f) - p(s) for every 6 E%. For 
each [ E 91 there exists a sequence {fn} in ‘%,, such that 
For each i E 8: = (K’BI,)’ we have 
-7 
= no(K 05. 
On the other hand, since r,,(K’&,) = p,,(.$,) for every &, E ‘%a, we get that for 
each 7 E 910 
Hence (rr,,(K’Q< ) 7) = (5 ( p,,([*)y) for all 77 E 91zo . It therefore follows from 
po(S*)* = p(t) that ii E g(pm) and mt = q,(K’4)5. Thus, q&‘S) C ~3 = 
+K’[). It thus implies that 93 is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over 93, in 5j. 
Further, from the equality 
a(K’O* = p(5)* = ,45*) 
= qipy = 7T((K’.$)“) 
it follows that b is standard. 
It is clear that B = K2l. 
It follows from (3) and Lemma 5.1 that the closed left EW#-algebra 9?(d) of 
b equals the closed left EW#-algebra @@?I) of 2I. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. It is easily showed that for each H’ E Voo(210), K’ = I t- H’“H’ 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.1. If the Hilbert space 5 is not a Hilbert 
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algebra, i.e., sj # flu, , thenLaw is a pure unbounded Hilbert algebra over &, 
in 5 (cf. Theorem 3.4 in [9]), and so pe(S) I is an unbounded operator ~Y$&,) for 
some f EL~w(~&). Then, it is easily proved that an unbounded operator K’ = 
I + m) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.1. Thus, both bounded 
operators and unbounded operators satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.1 
exist. 
COROLLARY 5.1. We define 
,,,(A) = K2itAAK-2if oo<t<a, AC%(@). 
Then, {at; -CO < t < CD} defines a one-parameter automorphism group of the 
closed left E W#-algebra @(S). 
We shall consider the inverse of Theorem 5.1. 
Let ‘U. be an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over ‘B,, in $. From Lemma 3.1, 
~$?&(&J for every 5 E 2X. Let n(f) = U, IT([)] be the polar decomposition 
of m and let / ml = sr h dE,(X) be the spectral resolution of 1 rr(l)[. Put 
jp’ = 
E f 
n dE,(X) (n = 1, 2,...). 
0 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that ‘8 is a standard achieved unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra over ‘II, in $ such that 
(i) /7/o(%o) is a semifinite von Neumann algebra; 
(ii) iIJ,E:“‘Urt ~‘8~ for all LEVI and n = 1,2,... . Then there exist an 
unbounded Hilbert algebra B over 23, and a positive self-adjoint invertible operator 
K’~Yo(So) such that rU is equivalent to the unbounded left Hilbert algebra K’b. 
Proof. Since @o(2fo) is semifinite, there exists a semifinite faithful normal 
trace 7 on %o(‘uo). Let Law(~) be the maximal unbounded Hilbert algebra over 
the maximal Hilbert algebra Lza(7) in L2(7) (Theorem 3.9 in [S]). Put 
First we claim that V is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over go in !+j. Since ‘8 
is standard and Lemma 2.3, it follows that for each 8,~ E ‘8 and X E @ 
-- -- 
+3 + 47) = 4E + 7). A . @) = 71.(G), 
q$ . +l) = +T), 40* = ~(5”1. 
Further, from Proposition 3.7 in [8], Law( 7 is a *-algebra under the strong sum, ) 
strong scalar multiplication, strong product, and adjoint. Therefore, we have that 
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%? is a #-subalgebra of ‘S. From the proof of Theorem 14.2 in [21], V,, is a left 
Hilbert algebra equivalent to 2l,, . Furthermore, from the equality 
and Lemma 3.2 it follows that V is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over V,, 
equivalent to 2l. 
It is easily showed that !I3 E n(W) is a *-subalgebra of the unbounded Hilbert 
-- 
algebraLzo(T) and TV = ~~(~~0). H ence, b is an unbounded Hilbert algebra 
over bO = m in P(T). 
From Lemma 14.9 in [21], rO is a preclosed operator of Vt, onto b, with 
respect to the norm in %?a and the P-norm in Lza(7), whose closure 17 is in- 
vertible. Now we show that S?(n) r) g. By the assumption (2), f, = UJF)Uff 
E 5&, (n = 1,2,...) for each [E V and n,,([,) = UEEF’lJ;* 7~(.$) E&~(T), and so 
5, E %?,, (n = 1,2 ,... ). Furthermore, we have 
Therefore, 5@(n) 3 % and De = ~(6) f or each 6 E V. Let /1 denote the inverse 
of 17 and let A = UK’ be the polar decomposition of A. Let pO be the representa- 
tion of @,,(2&,) on L2(7) defined by 
p&4)X = -4% A E %#!&,), x E&=(T). 
Then we have that p,(A) = U*AU for every A E ~,,(2&,) and Klr]p,,(‘%,@I,,))‘. 
After a slight modification of Theorem 5.1, we can make K’S into an unbounded 
left Hilbert algebra over K'!B, inL*(T). Then we get that for each 5, TJ E V 
_ - 
u[w$S>)(~‘441 = U~‘+5?) 
= A457) 
= 57 
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Therefore, U implements an isometric isomorphism of the unbounded left 
Hilbert algebra K’b onto the unbounded left Hilbert algebra %?. It follows from 
the equivalence of %? and 2I that K’b is equivalent to ‘$I[. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let ./I be an EW#-algebra over J%‘,, with a generating and 
separating vector &, . Suppose that J!,, is a semi$nite von Neumann algebra. Then 
there exist an unbounded Hilbert algebra ?I3 over b, and a positive self-adjoint 
invertible operator K’qY’#$,) such that the unbounded left Hilbert algebra JY&, is 
equivalent to the unbounded left Hilbert algebra K’g. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1, 9l 3 A’&, is a standard achieved unbounded 
left Hilbert algebra over a,, E A,,&, . Since &,,(Yl,) = .A’,, , %Y&&) is semi- 
finite. Further, for each [ = A&, E 2l, UEEp)U;*A&, = U,Ep’ 1 A 1 &, E 
A,,&, = ‘u, . Thus, the Corollary follows from Theorem 5.2. 
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